
Teaching Team 
Welcome to Krissy who joins the teaching team as a 
reliever. 
  

Roll 
Currently our roll is full.  Thank you to those that 
have recommended the centre to family and 
friends. Our staff roster and ratios are worked out 
around the children’s booked times; it is therefore 
important that your child is dropped off and 
collected on time to maintain legal and safe ratios. 
We are only too willing to help with extra hours 
when we can but this is unfortunately not always 
possible. Please see staff when necessary.  
  

Contact Details 
Please ensure addresses, email addresses and 
contact details are updated as this is vital in case 
of an emergency.  It is also important to review the 
list of people with permission to pick up your child-
we will ring you if someone not on the list attempts 
to pick up your child. 
 
New Food Exclusion 
Due to the allergies of a child here at the centre, 
we are asking for your support in introducing a 
centre-wide exclusion of peanut butter in lunch 
boxes. The health and safety of our tamariki is 
paramount and we appreciate your support in          
this.  We are more than happy to discuss                       
alternative spread options and ideas for               
your child’s lunch with you. 
 

Medication 
It is important to remember that if your child 
requires prescription medication, this must include 
the printed prescription on the actual medication, 
or box for inhalers.  Information should included 
the child’s name, dosage and date.  Unfortunately 
we are unable to administer medication to your 
child without this.   
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Thank You! 
Thank you to those parents and whānau who 
completed and returned the questionnaire about 
your child’s portfolio.  We are currently reviewing 
‘documenting learning’ as a centre-wide self-review 
and we appreciate the feedback of those of you 
who participated. 

Transitioners 
To School: 
Haere rā Angus, Hunter and Azure who have all 
started school this Term! 
From Good Beginnings Infants & Toddlers 
Centre: 
A great big welcome to Han, Deegan, Ella-Mae and 
Tess who have transitioned from GBIT!   

 Clothing 
Now that we have transitioned into the               
colder and wetter weather, it is important that you 
provide your child with plenty of layers and warmer 
options for the cold days.  We also recommend rain 
jackets and gumboots as we now have more areas 
outside with cover that it would be great to be able 
to utilise these on rainy days!  
It is paramount that your child has changes of 
clothes in their bags every day as due to water 
play, sandpit, paint, messy play and toilet learning it 
is sometimes required to change your child. 
It is also important that your child’s clothes and 
footwear are clearly named.  Any clothes that have 
no names and have not been taken can be found in 
our Lost Property box outside the front door.  You 
are welcome to look through this anytime! 
 

Policy Reviews 
Throughout the year, we will be reviewing one of 
these a month. These will be displayed next to the 
sign in sheet – we value your feedback and opinions 
on these so please read the policy on display, make 
suggestions and sign the attached piece of paper.   
 



Programme 
The tamariki have been extremely engaged and 
focused as they get to know the new Centre 
playground and we have noticed a change in the play 
due to this.  The tamariki have been actively 
exploring the calm Wairua area, the new and 
exciting playground and Fale and the new grass turf 
and hut area!   
Socio-dramatic play continues to be an          
extensive interest within the centre and tamariki 
are enjoying utilising the new playground areas 
within their play.  This is also reflected in the arts 
as children are making props and masks for their 
play.   
Music and movement is also a big focus for many of 
the tamariki.  They enjoy dancing to some of their 
favourite songs from their favourite movies 
including Trolls, Frozen, Moana and Keri from 
Solway Dance Academy held a dance session for us.   
Te Reo Maori is also a very strong interest centre 
wide and we have learned many new waiata that a 
lot of our tamariki can proudly sing!  Along with 
this, they have enjoyed revisiting poi and rakau. 
Tuakana/Teina and Ako is always present and with 
the arrival of four new transition children from 
GBIT, we have noticed a strong surge in our 
children helping settle in the younger transitioners 
and show them our routines! 

Queen’s Birthday Closure 
Please note that Centre will be closed Monday 4 
June for Queen’s Birthday.  We will re-open 
Tuesday at 7.30am. 

Te Reo Phrase 
We are excited to reinstate our ‘Te Reo Phrase’ 
that we work to incorporate into daily dialogue.  A 
new phrase is chosen every month.  This month’s 
phrase is:  

Tohia o ringaringa ake – pull your sleeves up 
 

Starting School 
If your child will be starting school in 2018, 
please make contact with the school you would 
prefer your child to attend as soon as possible 
and let us know your child’s start date.  Thanks 

	

	

	 	 	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

 Just a Note 
As teachers here at Good Beginnings, we work hard 
to role-model appropriate and positive language 
within the centre operation times and infront of 
the children.  It is important that all visitors to 
the centre reflect the same values and ensure that 
they are consistently role modelling appropriate 
words and language.  If matters arise which are 
sensitive or may include statements or information 
that concern the child, another child, parents or 
members of the community, it is important that you 
request to discuss this privately with the teacher 
instead of discussing it on the floor where                         
the children can hear.  We all work hard to                      
promote a positive, warm and welcoming             
environment and we appreciate your support                 
in upholding this! 

ERO 
Ginny and Judith from the Education Review Office 
visited the centre for two days in April.  The verbal 
feedback given was outstanding.  They were very 
impressed with our confident and competent 
children.  They felt the centre has a clear vision 
with internal reviews focusing on increasing positive 
learning outcomes for all children.  We are 
currently waiting for our finalised report. 

Lunches 
We have had a few parents concerned with what 
their child is, or isn’t eating at lunchtime.  Please 
remember that children never starve themselves and 
a good rule of thumb is to have approximately five 
choices for your child so they do not become over 
whelmed with so much choice.  We encourage 
children to eat at meal times but do not and cannot 
force them to eat.  We have information on lunchbox 
ideas, if your interested please see one of the 
teaching team.  


